Making deals for more funds charged

By Susan Fernandez
Staff Writer

Some Fee Allocations Board members—who also are members of groups that are eligible for funding from FAB—tried to make a deal to support each other’s attempt to get more money from the board, according to a source who declined to be identified.

According to the source, six members of the Veterans’ Club and six members of the Black Affairs Council allegedly pledged to support each other’s attempts to obtain more money in a “you support us, we’ll support you” deal.

However, while such a deal was attempted, it was not successful; the source said the said the board did not support each other.

“We didn’t support each other,” the source said. The person explained that one of the groups did not receive even near the amount of funding it requested. Black Affairs Council, which requested $4,000, received an allocation of $25,000 from FAB. The Veterans’ Club, which requested $11,343, received $2,756, according to the source.

For 1978-79, BAC received $7,000 in student activity fees and the Veterans’ Club received about $1,000.

FAB Chairman Austin Randolph said Monday that while he has heard rumors of an attempted deal, he feels that they are no more than rumors.

It is up to the board to determine what a group’s financial needs are, as compared to what a group requests from the board. The Student Senate, which must give final approval to all requests, is slated to vote on the FAB funding recommendations at its meeting Wednesday.

FAB’s board had approximately $180,000 to split among approximately 50 groups that applied for funds. The applications for funds came to a total of $800,000, according to one FAB member.

Train kills student near Grand, Illinois crossing

By Bill Thedhold
Staff Writer

Funeral arrangements are pending for Steven H. Traband, an SIU student who was killed Saturday night when he was hit by a train near the intersection of Grand and Illinois avenues.

The funeral will be held at Fletcher Funeral Home in Edwardsville, and all the arrangements are being handled by Huffman Funeral Home in Carbondale.

Traband, who was a junior in psychology, was pronounced dead at the scene by Jackson County Coroner Don Ragdaile at about 11:45 p.m.

Witnesses told police that Traband tried to beat the train at the crossing.

He had been running west and the train was going south. Witnesses also stated that Traband was hit by the front of the train and thrown several feet in the air.

At the time of the accident, Officer Carol Wright of the University police was in his car on Grand Avenue waiting for the train to pass. After the train cleared the intersection, Wright began to cross the tracks.

A witness stopped the officer and told him that a man had just been hit by the train, police said.

Wright checked Traband for a pulse, but could not find any, he said. Wright then called the ambulance and Ragdaile.

Police said the train, the Panama Limited No. 59, failed to stop after the accident. However, the railroad company was not notified to stop all other trains until 12:45 a.m., in order to give the police time to finish the investigation into the accident.

Wright said the railroad gates were down and the lights were flashing while he was waiting at the crossing.

Traband, who lived in the Quadrigories, 123 S. Wall St., was identified by Scott Miller, student resident assistant, at Carbondale Memorial Hospital later that night.

Traband’s home address was for S. St Louis St., Edwardsville. His parents were notified of the fatal accident by the Edwardsville police at about 3:15 a.m.

Student trustee looks back over term

Editor’s Note: This is an interview conducted by Daily Egyptian reporters Donna Kunkel and Cindy McCollum with Kevin Wright, the outgoing student trustee. Bob Saal, the new student representative on the Board of Trustees who was elected April 15, will take office on the first day of the summer term.

DE: After serving on the Board of Trustees for almost a year now, do you think the board has been consistent in keeping the best interests of students at priority?

Wright: I think the board members have shown that they take student interests quite seriously. They have demonstrated this by assigning the student trustees to some very important ad-hoc committees such as the one on governance and the one on rape prevention for the Carbondale campus. The members have always asked for my input and I really believe they rely very heavily on advice from the student trustee.

DE: Obviously, work was not the case with the approval of the $20.48 bond retirement fee. What happened?

Wright: I had voiced my personal concerns about the bond retirement fee. With regard to the additional $6.60, I really felt it was unnecessary. It was a tuition increase on top of the tuition increase already proposed. I worked mostly with the Graduate Student Council in oppose the proposal and opposing the $6.60 because we... the original $19.80 portion would surely be approved. But I think our efforts were considered considerably because Student Government representatives differed with the approach the GSC and I had worked out. Therefore, the students’ position was not a consistent one and I think we lost because of it. I don’t think the board members wanted to see the full fee instituted but they weren’t offered any viable alternatives with strong backing.

DE: Did you get satisfied with the student trustee’s vote being an advisory one or do you think your effectiveness was hindered by it?

Wright: Last fall, I joined with other student trustees from across the state to encourage the legislature to approve a full vote. I did this mainly out of concern for the other student trustees. I think the student members of SIU’s board are just as effective with an advisory vote. While some of SIU’s board members think a full vote would be good, the board has treated and listened to its student members quite well.

DE: Do you anticipate the student trustee receiving a full vote in the future?

Wright: I don’t think it would be a waste of time to work toward that end, but my experience with the SIU board has shown that it really doesn’t make any difference. The feeling in the General Assembly right now is that if the students get a full vote, then the door will be opened for all kinds of constituencies demanding the same right. One advantage of having a full vote might be that it would impart a greater responsibility on the student body to elect a person who is serious about the job and who shows a good job.

DE: Since you work so closely with the board members, do you feel that you have ever hesitated or refrained from speaking up on an issue when your opinion differs from their opinion?

(Continued on Page 3)
Financial incentive needed
Simon wants more language studies

By Joe Sebek
Staff Writer

U.S. Rep. Paul Simon warned this weekend that the federal government may be persuaded to use "the carrot on a stick" as a financial incentive to encourage greater emphasis on foreign language study in American education.

"We have to put much greater stress on foreign language in our schools," Simon said. "The international trade and marketing symposium in the Student Center really said, "We are living in a new era and we better realize that," he explained.

Simon said American businessmen entering the world market place suffer from a "cultural arrogance" which is hurting the growth of American enterprises.

Simon, speaking to an audience of students and professors who were located in the College of Commerce and Administration, said knowledge of the languages and cultures of the major countries in the world is the key to selling American products in foreign lands.

Simon, citing some of the more humorous misunderstandings resulting from language barriers, said, "Come alive with Pepsi!" will bring your ancestors back from the 1970s.

In contrast, according to Simon, the manual at a Chinese restaurant will have "a sensitivity to our culture."

As an example, Simon said that while citizens based radios are uncommon in Japan, 35 percent of the new CBs sold in this country are made by the Japanese.

Simon, a member of the President's Commission on Foreign Languages and International Studies, also criticized the federal government's foreign service operations for lacking personnel trained in Chinese, Japanese, and German.

Simon said the government's foreign service programs have not trained enough people to deal effectively in the major states dealing with the United States.

He said the Vietnam War and more recently the death of the American ambassador to Afghanistan in a gun battle was the result of a "cultural failure."

American universities, Simon said, had turned out graduates who are fully prepared to work in the international marketplace.

"Only 8 percent of American colleges have a foreign language requirement," he said.

Simon added that 75 percent of those holding doctorates in business have not studied international business.

He said this cultural bias has been a large contributor to the American trade deficit and added that the Japanese businessmen in New York City far outnumber the American businessmen in Tokyo. And while all the Japanese businessmen speak English, few of the American businessmen speak Japanese.

Industrial alcohol production to triple

By Ed Lampinen Staff Writer

An atmosphere touched with much festivity and many handshakes Mayor Hans Fischer and City Council members Stockton and Helen Wittig were officially sworn into office Monday afternoon.

The inauguration ceremony, held in the City Council Chambers, was not accompanied by any specific policy statements by any of the candidates.

For those who came to the office of mayor, said in a brief statement that he appreciated the confidence expressed by the voters.

Fischer was appointed mayor in August of last year following the renunciation of Neil Eckert.

Like Fischer, Westberg expressed gratitude to Carbondale voters who elected him to a second full term on the council.

Feeling justifiably that the community has "seen it through another term on the City Council," Westberg said that her "status" on behalf of city residents Mitchell acknowledged her status as a "rookie" on the council, and said she was "looking forward to learning a lot from Mr. Fischer as a City Council member."

"I believe we're hearing a lot of constructive criticism, a lot of input from everyone in the next four years," Mitch said.

For outgoing City Clerk Leilani Weiss, the inauguration marked her last official act as a member of the city staff Weiss announced last month that she planned to resign from the post she has held for two years. She has been on the city staff for a total of eight years in various positions.

Student injured in fall from Giant City rocks

An SIU student is listed in serious condition in a St. Louis hospital after he slipped and fell 16 feet, Tuesday afternoon, from a 46-foot fall at Giant City State Park at about 4 p.m. Saturday, according to University police.

Harry Gortowski, freshman in agriculture, was accidentally climbing with a group of residents from Alton, when he slipped and fell on the rocks, according to park officials.

Gortowski was treated at Carbondale Memorial Hospital and later transferred to the emergency unit at Barnes Hospital in St. Louis.

Park officials said Gortowski was clumsy, an area listed about 100 feet west of Devils Standpipe.
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Weather

Partly sunny and warmer Tuesday with highs in the upper 70s. Partly cloudy and warmer Tuesday night. Lows in the mid 40s. Mostly cloudy Wednesday with a slight high. Highs in the upper 50s to low 60s.

Thursday through Saturday: Continued cool. Chance of showers Thursday and Friday. Highs generally 55 ± 3°. Lows upper 30s to low 40s north, 40 ± 4 ± south.

Daily Egyptian

The delivery of a flood injury aid package to the Midwest, announced by United States Senator Edward M. Kennedy last month, has been welcomed by county officials and community leaders in Illinois. The aid package, which includes $10 million in federal disaster loans, is expected to provide crucial assistance to communities affected by flooding in the spring.

The package is part of a national effort to help communities in the Midwest recover from the devastating impact of floods that have occurred in recent weeks. The floods have caused widespread damage to homes, businesses, and infrastructure, and have left many people without access to essential services.

Senator Kennedy's announcement of the aid package was met with widespread support from local officials, who praised his efforts to provide relief to those affected by the flooding. "This is a positive step forward," said County Chairman John Thompson. "We are grateful for Senator Kennedy's leadership in this crisis and we look forward to working with him and his team to ensure that these funds are effectively distributed to those who need them."
Legislator urges voter control of nuclear reactors

By Deb Browne
Staff Writer

Attracting the growing ranks of those clamoring for more restrictions on the use of nuclear power, state Sen. James Wright, D-Decatur, said this week that sometimes, he makes himself a worry about the future of his political career.

The bills, which the 36-year-old Democrat from Decatur has been pushing for a year, seek to give voters more control over nuclear reactor installation.

"I have a lot of faith in the public to know and weigh the facts," Wright said.

Commenting on the impact that his sponsorship of the bills will have on his future, Wright continued, "Sometimes I worry a little bit about what the response of the voters will be to this issue."

However, he explained his motivation by saying, "The idea of giving the public the right to vote is giving the time to study the safety and economics of nuclear fusion (are) thoughtful. They are not the demoted ramblings of crazy people. But come from people who are concerned about their pocketbooks, and the way utilities operate."

The bills were addressed by about 28 persons, sponsored by the Prairie Alliance, an anti-nuclear group at the Illinois Environmental Council.

One of the proposals sponsored by Wright will prevent the utility companies from bundling, county-wide vote on whether the residents want a reactor built in their area. Such a practice, he said, could not build a reactor without receiving price approval from county residents.

Wright said the referendum would be automatically placed on the ballot when a reactor is proposed for a county, without requiring residents to sign a petition. The county board to take formal action as is usually the case. The bill has been approved in committee last week and will now be voted on by the entire Senate.

"I have a lot of faith in the public to know and weigh the facts," Wright said.

energy issues which do not require complex technological approaches, such as nuclear power."

Wright also noted other issues, such as wind, water, and fluid-bend electricity systems, which would be questionable.

In conclusion, Wright told the audience, most of whom were already committed to his cause, "I don't think it is essential for the student trustee to have a feel for the general mood on campus.

Student Government seemed to feel it was their personal representative on the board. The student is threatened by the possibility of student interests but of other interests as well.

Sears to reduce prices

CHICAGO (AP) - Sears Roebuck & Co. announced Monday that it is reducing prices by 5 percent on all major appliances listed in its 1979 General Catalog in an attempt to comply with President Carter's inflation guidance.

Sears spokesmen said the catalog reductions will take effect Tuesday. They are one of several measures the nation's largest retailer to meet the administration's wage and price guidelines. Sears said the cut is based on the result of Sears' announcement Friday that it would slash prices following the agreement.

Shoup said the cuts nationwide in price of major appliances have been planned and that the specific prices were suggested to Sears.

Customers who order in print will find prices for catalog merchandise 5 percent less on orders.
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Brown only one who meets criteria for chancellor

To Keith Sanders, chairman of the Chancellor Search Advisory Council:

On Monday, April 11, you released a prospectus describing the responsibilities of the chancellor. Some of the criteria listed included the ability to:

- work with and for the Board of Trustees in asserting leadership
- understand and support and promote the welfare of the universities, especially in the regions where they are located
- promote a firm commitment to affirmative action
- successfully direct and take part in governmental relations affecting the system
- hold the university in the man who meets the criteria outlined in the prospectus. If you are unable to find a person to fill all of the areas listed, Brown is the only one by training, experience and character who could possibly fill the position.

- Assistant Professor, Physiology

In reply to Paula Dougherty and “eight others” from the College of Human Resources:

Sure. Physical Plant has their share of lazy, nonproductive student workers as well as Civil Service workers! We also have our share of hard-working, honest and caring employees who do a good job for the University—and there are a number of comments on letter on file to prove that. Had Paul and his staff apparently did not even observe the incident which was reported—picked up the phone and called Building Services (Ext. 61) and reported the incident, it would have been investigated by a foreman and, if warranted, the student terminated in bad standing. This would have been much more honest and profitable than branding ALL Physical Plant student janitors because of the purported actions of one! Or, she could have located the custodian in that building and attempt to locate the incident to him or her.

For the comment on 20 hours of pay for 20 hours work, I have worked on campus for several years and have yet to see many employees—either civil service or students—who get paid only for productive time. Remember, student workers get their breaks, just like the rest of us.

Sue Forby
Administrative Aide, Physical Plant

The 'wibolistic' truth

During the past semester I have read in the Daily Egyptian about ‘wibolistic truth’, a former graduate, and a defender of whirls who said “I believe less Phoebes.” For the benefit of the uninstructed reader, these creations are, respectively, a new form of ‘holistic’ to remind us of its meaning, a person who graduates and still has his degree—not an ex B.A.—and, as for those whirls or whatever, it was my impression that the universe is a cucumber, which turns out to be a watermelon. Meanwhile, a ‘sexgenarian’ may be someone who is one who can’t read the word ‘sexgenarian’.

At one point I raised my hope that someone would manage to translate the Daily Egyptian into the Daily Egyptian student's English. As I read a well-spodled article about an ‘alumna’ of SIU (not even a ‘former alumna’). That word is difficult for all, alumna and alumna alike. But alas, later I read of a wheelchair ‘rally’ that didn’t involve politics, and it turned out that the rally was more akin to a gymkhana.

I mean these remarks constructively. Even a little better-than-average campus paper such as this has room for improvement. But I leave you with one final sentence fragment. Literacy, if not a university where then?

Lee Hartman
Assistant Professor, Foreign Languages and Literatures

GSC helps opera

“Opera, a classic work of contemporary American opera, was presented recently at Shryock Auditorium. and my guess is, is of large part, by a generous grant from the Graduate Student Council, and it was agreed that a statement to that effect should appear on promotional material. All such material submitted to printers and the media after the grant was authorized did indeed include such a statement. The poster, however, was submitted earlier, and fall acused of any such message. The producer, cast, and crew deeply and sincerely regret the error, and we both apologize for the mistake and renew our thanks to the GSC for its support, which has been so important to the cultural climate here at SIU.

We hope that members of the GSC, SIU graduates, and other members of the SIU and Carbondale communities were present to experience what we believe was an important production, and a highly enriching use of student-generated funds. We appreciate the opportunity to present it.

Michael Blum
Producer of “The Consul”

Saturday issue better

I believe that the DE should return to its old Tuesday/Saturday publishing schedule. The issue now published on Monday contains feature and “fluff” articles that are for the most part of little interest to the usual student. It should be replaced by a "regular" DE on Saturday.

I've read a few of the album reviews, etc. from the Monday Egyptian would be better off spread out over the whole week rather than being included in the full Monday edition.

Robert Gasel
Freshman, Radio/Television

Petro-madness: Mad as hell and still taking it

Due to the increasing price of petroleum products, I have developed a definite behavioral pattern centering each night around the evening news. I hear the oil conglomerates latest justification for higher prices, allowing myself a brief smile and a chuckle in the knowledge that it is the best fiction I have heard all day.

Then I hear of the govern'ment's latest plans concerning the matter and grow angry over this blatant affront to my intelligence. I tune over the whole disgusting situation for quite some time before flying into a rage of profanities and lies. After that comes time to forget all about it.

Through this unnatural, almost paranoid, preoccupation with bad business, I have, of course, come to some conclusions. The cutoff of Iranian oil is a golden opportunity for the American oil companies, and there has been a glut of oil in this country for many months and consequently all oil storage facilities have been filled to the brim.

The powers that be claimed there was actually a shortage of oil because the cutoff of Iranian oil provided one to need credibility to their claim. These actions were taken in anticipation of the latest OPEC price increase of 9 percent. Again, we are being asked to accept products in storage. There is, in fact, no relationship between the price of oil and its real value. Its value is priced on the basis of replacement cost. It isn't priced on any systematic basis at all. The basis for the cost of oil is that it costs whatever the Saudis say it costs.

But I must be fast. I will, therefore, not limit my anger to the foreign nations from whom we buy oil. I must also give consideration to the men and women, the true workers of the world, who sell Arab oil. Most of these men are Japanese because there is more profit in doing so. Those same fine fellows who ship oil back and forth in trucks and ships between satellite companies, raising the price with each transaction, I again doff my cap.

Ah, but here my naive show. I know well that the oil magnates would not stoop to the physical rearrangement of their liquid assets. It is simple for them from office to office, between quick thinking and soft-speaking computers. In this world of magically spiraling price figures, invoice sheets have replaced hard work and enterprise as the vehicle to success, and computer prototypes have become a blank check drawn on the bank of the population at large. How long will it be before the account is expired?

Yes, my friends, I am speaking of the economy, intimately and directly involved. You may feel assured that the people who control the most precious commodity on earth will charge whatever they believe we can bear, for their costs or for an overpriced and enduring, born of greed and sustained by self-centered shortsightedness. The one thought that cheers me is, if there is a hell, it was created for creatures such as these.

Derek E. Daily
Junior, Aviation Technology

A statue in the Daily Egyptian by Garry Trudeau
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Thoughts aren't hermetically sealed

By Kathy Best
Staff Writer

The recent Supreme Court decision in Herbert vs Larson, the "Mississippi" case, which the court ruled that journalists had to answer questions before a grand jury when writing for the Wall Street Journal, has resulted in a flood of newsgroups around the country, particularly from journalists. The court ruled that journalists had to answer questions about their role in the writing of a news story, has impacted the court system in various ways. Among the cases Appointed to sit on the panel for its first five-year term were the Associated Press, Knight-Ridder, and the Chicago Tribune. The court established its blue-ribbon panel to circumvent the "front door" issue that exists between the news media and the government. This has resulted in a flood of newsgroups around the country, particularly from journalists. The court ruled that journalists had to answer questions about their role in the writing of a news story, has impacted the court system in various ways. Among the cases Appointed to sit on the panel for its first five-year term were the Associated Press, Knight-Ridder, and the Chicago Tribune.

We have tried to balance the talent to cover all the "tastes of possible reporter concealment," White added.

According to the Justice, Karmack's function will be to be the mouth of all the "interesting" obvious articles holding them up to his forehead while they are contained in hermetically sealed envelopes between court sessions, the envelopes will be sorted in the press of Funk and Wagnalls.

Kreinick, White said, has been prepared primarily to read the minds of the uncooperative reporters to discover if they have been "self-satisfied." He will also use the same technique to locate his pachyca vine instituted by the office of Management and Budget in an attempt to hold down government spending.

On the last days, the panel will be used to determine the probability of a "clear and present danger" of reporters repeating their libelous actions in the future. M.潮. in cases concerning Jacky Onassis, the likelihood of another Kennedy assassination will be considered. At the end of its session, Los Angeles falling into the Pacific Ocean.

Supreme Court Chief Justice Warren Burger, who is particularly concerned about the "emotional" problems of the anchorage, is likely to be a popular candidate for the post. The panel will meet to consider cases every third Tuesday on Fantasy Island. Ricardo Montalban will act as host and ballist.

Highway deaths in sticker price

Life on the highways is back to being cheap again. Last week, the Department of Transportation reported that traffic deaths topped 30,000 in 1978, the highest kill rate since the imposition of the 55 miles per hour limit in 1974. Federal officials said that following a brief slowdown, speed-killer again pushed up the death toll.

In the West and Southwest, where tooting it up to 70, 80 and 90 mph is almost a religious rite of passage, the great open spaces, the gore jumped 28 percent between 1975 and 1978. The statistics reveal the bloodied truth of how the highways mix with the laws of mortality: the faster you go, the more likely you will go.

With the country's momentum flung with safety and sanity, nowhere is this truer than on the superhighways. The 55 mph limit was initially imposed to save fuel, not lives--any future effort to reduce the carnage must move beyond the useless "please drive safely," approach.

The crime wave on the roadways--to violate the 55 mph speed limit is punishable by a fine of $1,000--is the impetus to even the superhighways. It drove a federal highway agency and police and motorists know better than anyone, then slow down the cars.

A 1976 study of vehicles with engines designed for a top speed of 55 mph seems only a dream. Ralph Nader made headlines by driving the automobile and creating cars that are "socially responsible," it is the pragmatists, not the dreamers, who are coming forward.

Kevin J. Saurbey, the president of Continental Crane Co., recently asked his company's employees to require 55 mph governors on all interstate commercial vehicles. Although not a lawyer, Murphy's own company, governed the idea, the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration is currently seeking suggestions in public comments.

Governors are useful but they are still more than other means on roads. The controls of Detroit were on the mind of William Haddon, M.D., the former federal safety official with the federal National Transportation Institute for Highway Safety. At a conference on advanced automotive technology, Haddon said that he was unsure that the governor would be legal in top speeds of vehicles about to be passed for the 1980-1981 period to be lowered soon to present national speed limit. Needless to say, as an engineer, more than one has been impressed and entirely feasible for at least a decade using approach that in no way interfere with performance at lower speeds.

If Haddon's thinking--intelligent and humane--goes, it is because the ears of the public are being tuned by the haze of Detroit's speed message. Television commercials, ploying the "safety" of limited highways, is driving the current; that all of America is now the Bonneville Flats.

As a result of the widespread safety-conscious citizens lose several ways. They risk being killed by the "right" in order to escape a "wrong". They are still of force horsepower they don't, they are forced to pay higher taxes for police departments that must waste their time on things like personal traffic, they lose family members, they risk losing family members--especially children.

This isn't the first time that rational thoughts of safety-speed vehicles have surfaced. In 1971, NHTSA proposed design controls. But the next four of the American car makers opposed them, with the fourth Gm, favoring the Auto Safety Act. Fiat of Italy, twisting logic like spaghetti, said slow driving is hazardous because it "improves" the quality of the road and makes drivers more alert.

That argument, and others of stumping crashers, exist to this day. If hard times have been best of days, it hasn't died in traffic, with so many million seriously injured. As the nation enters the 20th century, the automobile with built-in speed assures more built-in death. Copyright, 1979, The Washington Post Company.
Cardboard boats ‘sail’ on

By Robin Spomer
Student Writer

There were winners and then there were sinkers.

The participants in the 6th Annual Cardboard Boat Regatta, held Saturday at Lake-on-the-Campus, included a 13-year-old boy and an SIU alumna from Fairhope, Ala.

"This is the third year I've raced my boat here," said Jody Ott, 13, from Spring Arbor. "Two years ago I got second place in a race. I'll keep coming back until I get a first place."

The race, which was sponsored by the SIU design department and International Paper Co., is the final project for students in "Design Fundamentals," Design 102.

According to Larry Bunch, professor in design and instructor of the course, there are no restrictions as to who can enter the race.

"As long as the body of your boat is made from cardboard, you're eligible to be in the race," he said. "It's great when so many people come to see something like this."

Forty-one boats were entered in the two categories in this year's regatta. Class I entries used paddles or oars for propulsion. Class II boats were propelled by anything other than paddles or oars, according to the rules.

Class II boat designers used everything from huge wooden, tin or plastic paddlewheels to wooden plunger-like devices to get them through the water.

Although not all entries finished the race, some didn't even get to start. A few boats became water-logged before Bruce Swinburne, vice president of

(Continued on Page 12)
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Although Ken Ovra, left, and Mike Piciella worked yearbook's entry, their efforts were to no avail.
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Although Ken Ovra, left, and Mike Piciella worked to salvage the Offbeat II yearbook's entry, their efforts were to no avail.

Winners of the "Titanic" award, Lee Walker, left, and Riek Stuts attempt to unravel the balloons that they got tangled up in during the race.
McLaughlin, Coryell end semester

By Michael Ulrich
News Editor

The last Shyrock concert of the semester featured a renowned guitar team and an accomplished one in a concert that was also the last in a long line of intelligent shows planned and put on by Peter Kattus and John Scott, of the SFAAC Concert Committee.

An evening of diverse and stimulating music was assured when the unheralded Larry Coryell took the stage with his three guitars

and a humble persona while the byname, John, McLaughlin, somewhat lived up to his reputation backed by a blend of instruments manned by his One Truth Band.

In the religious contest that McLaughlin has placed his music since submitting to the law of the 3s Chymy gang, the One Truth may be interpreted as God is Love, or Love is Understanding, as revealed in the only lyrics the band provided Saturday night. With the audience as his witness, McLaughlin laid the tight scales and number combinations of Shyrock Auditorium. McLaughlin turned loose his One Truth and the audience was rewarded with the onslaught of crossbreeding decibles and mesmerizing music.

Saturday night's performance marked the passing of theいう thesome Big Band sound of the 70s and 80s. Shyrock's electric violin provided a dual lead to McLaughlin's guitar while conconsen火星 and at times electric and shivering and at times sweet and sorrowful as in the duet "Two Sisters." The two superb soloists were backed by two musicians who were here last fall with the Jan Hammer Group, drummer Tony Smith and bassist Fernando Saunders. Larry Olana rounded out the One Truth percussion section with a bizarre collection of drums, gongs, cymbals, bells and what looked like a pair of pincers.

One Truth's opening numbers were powered by searing bass when the hands turned loose the musical fireworks in "The Conductor and Drums" and "Electric Dreams and Electric Age." Their first album, "Electric Dreams," Shankar came out of nowhere to perform a dazzling duet with McLaughlin, playing so hard and fast that smoke rose from his fingers.

In the "Two Sisters," McLaughlin played the musical vaudeville, leading with his guitar while the small brown instrument man made music for note and returned his smile of approval.

McLaughlin's music was charged through with love and devotion, and finally the audience adored him with only the last McLaughlin/Shankar duet and a piece dedicated to Miles Davis, the unit of the One Truth concept was broken when band members engaged in unscripted improvisations while the rest of the band took off for parts unknown. Maybe the band was getting tired. It was obvious that the audience was enjoying it. Heads drooping left and right were as numerous as those who had decided to heed for the nearest exit, but McLaughlin then returned for a last number that was all McLaughlin, at his most moving. The rest of the band merely went through the motions behind him and the unity of the various numbers had disappeared with the audience.

After an evening of hardy wild applause, the One Truth band retired without an encore, the victim of playing overly long. No one dared tell them back for another dose.

The delight of the evening was Larry Coryell, a long-time veteran on the tour of intelligent music and minimal album sales. Taking the stage with a slight smile, before the massive equipment of the following Mahavishnu, Coryell bent over his guitar and launched into a 10-minute instrumental that delighted the audience with hits and pieces of Spanish classical, jazz and rock influences. When he finished, he stood like a concert pianist and the audience gave out all it had and was to be the loudest applause of the evening. After he was through, with his acoustic guitar, he switched to the 12-string for a running song dedicated to a German music and friend, Wolfgang. The song was called "Wonderful Wolfgang" and brought the audience to its feet in appreciation when he had finished. He continued on the acoustic with two Horace Silver numbers and a Django Reinhardt classic before letting his Spanish influences loose in Chuck Corea's "Spain." Coryell switched, finally, to the electric guitar for the jazz standard, "My Funny Valentine." By this time the audience was eating out of his hands and he finished with the Indian prana chant, "What is to be' appro."

A Review

Larry Coryell

FREE FILM

Academy Award Nominee
Best foreign film
"A Marvelous Movie."
A majestic motion picture accomplishment.

The American Tap
25¢ DRAFTS
60¢ SPEEDRAILS

TIME OPEN TO
TIME CLOSE!

11:30 am
to
2:00 am
on the Big Screen:
Cubs
vs.
Cincinnati

7:00 p.m.

518 S. Ill. Ave.

RED LIPS KISS MY BLUES AWAY
Dance Company ‘professional’

By Linda Prather
News Editor

As part of the “Spring ‘N’ Celebration sponsored by the Student Union Board, the Chicago Dance Company put on a diverse, original and thoroughly professional program of modern dance Saturday night at the Mainstage Theatre. Though both modern dance schools and student interest in a truly creative form of entertainment could vary.

The Moving Company, under the direction of Nana Bolling, spanned a variety of modern dance styles, from the pointed, classical movement inspired by modern dance pioneers Doris Humphrey in the highly stylized, avant-garde movement found in the.

The eclectic mixture of styles demonstrated at the Student Center stemmed from the nature of the Chicago Moving Company itself. It is one of the few repertory companies that work, though quite different, of choreographers are performed in the company in the community.

The company devoted works to such respected choreographers as Bill Evans and Anna Sokolow, who recently was an artist in residence with the group. In addition, Nana Bolling, who founded the Chicago dance company in 1972, and other company members choreograph.

The first dance performed Saturday night was “And I Don’t Want to Part,” a ballet by Doris Humphrey. The dancers, a member of the company. The dance shows people moving in six invisible quadrilaterals, gliding by one another, but never connecting. A recording of a flared organ provided the music which seemed surprisingly clear over the speakers in the Mainstage Theatre.

The music then changed into a blues tune that highly reminiscent of the 1940s, and a flipper and Fitzgerald mood was made. Three female dancers, Danielle Milani, Nana Bolling and Sara Bolling who then voice of several stars of the slice screen,电站. Heat, Fred Shumway and Jim Reed, go their change to be a strong audience. The music drew a number of types from the audience, proving the Moving Company’s collective sense of humor is so good order. As audience as a began, the piece was cut off, and the dancers became lonely again perhaps a comment of life in the 1970s as caused to a similar time past.

The next dance “Brahms Waltzer” is a suite of little dances created by the late Charles Weidman as a tribute to Doris Humphrey, one of the creators of the modern dance movement. Weidman and Humphrey both

Silverball

SPECIAL: Screwdrivers 75¢

Tonight

Everything In The Store

40% OFF

DIAMONDS

CHAINS

JEWELRY

EARRINGS

WATCHES

RINGS

COLORED STONES

EVERYTHING!

J.A. BARGER JEWELERS

End Of School Clearance Sale!

Everything In The Store

40% OFF

Sale Ends Sat. May 5

No Phone Orders-No Special Orders-No Lay-aways

J. A. BARGER JEWELERS

701 S. Illinois Avenue - Downtown Carbondale

Free Parking In Rear of Store

HOURS 9:00 - 5:30
The American Kantorei Chamber Ensemble will present a concert at Touch of Nature Hall, Camp No. 2 Giant City Road at 3:30 p.m. Sunday.

The Chamber Ensemble is a part of the larger structure of singers, students, and instrumentalists, the American Kantorei, based in St. Louis and performing under the direction of Robert Berg. A limited number of seats are available at the door for $5 each. Additional reservations may be made by calling 596-9422.

Wanda Becker and Robert Berg are the violoncellists on Sunday. They are joined by George Hussey, oboe, Charles Fliegel, bassoon, Mary Brister, string bass, and Joan Begler, who will play a Mozart sonata for oboe and organ.

For information about other centers in the area, call (314) 977-0799.

OUTSIDE N.Y. STATE CALL TOLL FREE: 800-222-1762
EARN OVER $650 A MONTH RIGHT THROUGH YOUR SENIOR YEAR.

If you're a junior or senior majoring in sciences like math, physics, or engineering, the Navy has a program you should know about.

It's called the Nuclear Propulsion Officer Candidate-Collegiate Program (NUPOC-C) for short and if you qualify, you can earn as much as $650 a month right through your senior year.

Ten after 16 weeks of Officer Candidate School, you'll get an additional year of advanced technical education. This would cost thousands in a civilian school, but in the Navy, we pay you.

It isn't easy. There are fewer than 400 openings and only one of every six applicants will be selected. But if you make it, you'll have unequaled hands-on responsibility, a $24,000 salary in four years, and gilt-edged qualifications for jobs both in the Navy and out.

Ask your placement officer to set up an interview with a Navy representative when he visits the campus, or contact your Navy representative at 800-841-8000, or send in the coupon. The NUPOC-C Program. Not only can it help you complete college. It can be the start of an exciting career.
STC building officially opened

By Nat Williams

Student Writer

Lauded at its official dedication as "a spectacular occasion," President Warren Brandt, and SIU officials, celebrated the official opening of the new School of Technical Careers Building on campus.

"If you divide the number of years that a school has been in operation by the number of major structures built, you can get a chance to do that," Brandt said.

The building is located on the northwest corner of the main campus.

The keynote speaker was Professor Paul Simon, a member of the Illinois technology program and SIU student body president. Simon said the building is being used to bring together the college and industry.

"We can often respond not to national need input but to local and regional requirements," he said.

State Sen. Kenneth Buzaky D-Makanda, called STC "one of the outstanding schools in the country," added. "This may be the last building that this school is going to have.

"We have the prospect of declining enrollments in the future. There will be no more," he said.

Aldon Hinkley, a graduate of the Design Department and a representative for International Paper Co. came from Pekin, Ill. with his boat, the "Bluetruck.

Dick's boat was the first to start the race, her dog Tad decided he would like to ride the boat for a long while. The dog swam next to her owner for two miles, it was then that he was thrown off the boat and left behind.

"He is a good swimmer, I never knew he would be so good," Hinkley said.

The first place finisher in Class I went to Skip Martin, a representative for National Paper Co. He designed and built the boat, and his name is 'Speedo.' He was the winner of the half-penny, winning a Speedo.

"I'm a big fan of the half-penny," he said.

The second place finisher in Class I went to Ken Hite, who designed and built the "Bluebird." He was the winner of the half-penny, winning a Speedo.

"I'm a big fan of the half-penny," he said.

The third place finisher in Class I went to Ken Hite, who designed and built the "Bluebird." He was the winner of the half-penny, winning a Speedo.

"I'm a big fan of the half-penny," he said.

The fourth place finisher in Class I went to Ken Hite, who designed and built the "Bluebird." He was the winner of the half-penny, winning a Speedo.

"I'm a big fan of the half-penny," he said.

The fifth place finisher in Class I went to Ken Hite, who designed and built the "Bluebird." He was the winner of the half-penny, winning a Speedo.

"I'm a big fan of the half-penny," he said.
Campus Briefs

Morris Library announces the following hours for final exam week: Monday to Midday Friday: 8 a.m. to midnight Saturday, Spring semester begins May 4 to 10.

The Jackson County Stamp Society will hold its spring auction at 1 p.m. Sunday in the Student Center Mississippi River Room. The room will open for preview at noon. There is no admission charge.

The Carbondale Public Library is sponsoring “story time” for children at 7 p.m. Tuesday in the Children’s Library. The stories featured will be “Swimmy” and “A Fish Out of Water.”

A meeting for students interested in becoming independent representatives on the student council for the College of Business and Administration will be held at 5 p.m. Tuesday in the General Classrooms Student Lounge.

Spring semester lock and towel refunds may be obtained during normal business hours at the information desk at the Student Recreation Center. Refunds will be made during finals week from 7:30 a.m. to 6 p.m. only.

Alison d’Anglajan, of the University of Montreal, will speak on “Language Policy in Quebec” at 4 p.m. Wednesday in Morris Library Auditorium. A dinner in honor of d’Anglajan will be given at the Four Seasons Restaurant at 7 p.m. Wednesday. The cost of the dinner will be $25. Contact the Department of Linguistics and the Center for English as a Second Language for information and reservations.

BRIEFS POLICY—Information for Campus Briefs must be delivered or mailed to the Daily Egyptian newsroom, Communications Building, Room 1247, two days prior to publication. The item must include time, date, place and sponsor of the event and the name and telephone number of the person submitting the brief. Briefs will be run only once.

Competency testing to be discussed

Minimum competency testing of students at elementary and secondary education levels will be discussed in a day-long workshop Wednesday with public school administrators, teachers and counseling personnel, as well as university faculty and administrators.

Minimum competency testing, which is said to be one of the most controversial means schools, is for today, is testing to make sure students are able to enter and return to school and are prepared for a higher grade.

The workshop, which will be held from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. in Student Center Ballroom B, is sponsored by the Vocational Educational Services Department in the College of Education, and in cooperation with the Division of Continuing Education and the Southern Illinois Educational Services Center.

Topics scheduled to be covered in the workshop include a professional analysis of the seven key decisions every school must make in instituting minimum competency testing, exercises in making those decisions and any help that is available to institutions wishing to initiate the program.

CALL TO CONNECT THIS FALL

The Central Illinois Public Service Co. has a special phone number that students in the Carbondale District may use in order to get electricity or gas connected when returning to school in the fall.

The special number is available from August 13 through August 29 to all students living in the Carbondale District, which includes Carbondale, DeSoto, Dowell, Elkville and Makanda. Students should give the company at least two days notice when calling for service connections.

The number to call is (217) 233-1153. All other inquiries and requests can be made in person or by calling the office’s regularly listed number, 497-4158. Regular office hours are from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday through Friday. After August 29, the regular number will be for all service requests.

GIVE-AWAYS INCLUDE:
NATIVE TAN T-SHIRTS NATIVE TAN SUNTAN OILS & LOTIONS

25¢ Drafts of Busch or Oly
$1.25 Pitchers
60¢ Mixed Drinks
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WANTED TO RENT

PROFESSIONAL CAREFULLY SEEN apartment for a roomate.

NEED MODERN FIRST FLOOR apartment, Mennonite and May Write Brandon. Phone 461-0680.

TODD TAKER FOR 1979 and surrounding counties, 7 p.m. 5 p.m. Phone 469-4300.

FROM MAY 15-16, 1979 generalを作る, night one per week. Call Linda 461-6272 or call locally.

STUDENT SECRETARIESANTED for Summer Session to work Saturdays. Call 402-461-2550.

STUDENT SECRETARIES and/or FALL SEASON weatherization specialists in Calloway, McCracken, Webster and Trigg counties. Return Roythem, phone 469-4300.

BO RAINY DAZE, 1 bedroom, 2 Bath, Lake Tree, no pets, $200 month.

CARBONDALE MOBILE HOME, free but to 3 story, 2 Bedroom, 2 Bath.

CARBONDALE MOBILE HOME. HILTON, July 1. 3 Bedroom, 2 Bath.

OMAR. CALL 461-0680, evenings.

WANTED FEMALE RENTER FOR Summer, 2 Bedroom duplex. Utilities and parking included. Lyrene 469-6900 afternoon.

SUMMER AND FALL, prefer, female roommates, close to campus, Kathy 475-2398.

ROOMMATES WANTED TO sublet 3 bedroom apt for summer, July 1. Phone or write the C: 1206 Main, Bowling 461-0680.

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED for Summer, spacious 2-bedroom, 2 bath apt. for our 2 women, write: 1206 Main, Bowling 461-0680.

Wanted one or two roommates, female, for 2 bedroom apartment. Utilities and parking included. Call Dana 623-5286.

WANTED FEMALE RENTER FOR Summer, 2 bedroom, 2 bath, full utilities. Utilities 461-0680 afternoon.

WANTED THREE ROOMMATES to room a large 4 bedroom home on Oak and Southern. Chris or Carmen 529-3095.

TWO ROOMMATES, SUMMER, and Fall Partly furnished very close to campus. 300 month. Phone 529-3095.

ONE OR TWO ROOMMATES, house near campus, utilities included. Summer Lee 469-6900.

ROOMMATE WANTED, SUMMER FALL, House 1/2 mile from campus, Washer Dryer, dishwasher. Attractive, kind, interested. Call Linda 461-6272.

ROOMMATE, NO SMOKING, wanted for summer semester, full or part time. Private room in house close to campus. Phone 461-0680.

BEDROOM HOUSE needs two people. House furnished. Utilities and living room and living rooms, for summer semester. Phone 469-6900.

ROOMMATE WANTED, SUMMER FALL, 1 bedroom house, 3 weeks, 150 each, phone 461-6272.

ONE ROOMMATE NEEDED for bedroom in house near campus. Summer, July 1. Phone 461-0680.

NEEDS A ROOMMATE NO SMOKING, Mennonite and May Write Brandon.

NO SMOKING, OLD FASHIONED and or Fall, prefer, female roommates, close to campus, Kathy 475-2398.

BEDROOM HOUSE needs two people. House furnished. Utilities and living room and living rooms, for summer semester. Phone 469-6900.

ROOMMATE WANTED. House furnished near city. Phone 469-6900.

TWO BEDROOM, unfurnished. Your campus, no pets. $125. Call 461-0680.

WANTED I MEDIATELY Student Worker Typeing required for 5-10 hours per week. Call 623-5286.

HORSE EXTRAVAGANTS FREE riding lessons available to those interested in learning the tricks of racing. Call 461-0680.

DINNER TAKER FOR 1979 and surrounding counties, 7 p.m. 5 p.m. Phone 469-4300.

HURRY! THIS SUMMER SAVINGS AT HINES! Add a Pullman to your C&O special and save 18%. Phone 461-0680.

ANNOUNCING ANNUAL RATES AT BUMBLE BEE MILLS Westport Junction specializing in Catering, Functions (1.1 L.4.1.)

INTRODUCTORY OFFER 6/7/79 to 6/22/79 in cabin 229 per sq. ft. 

Offer Good Through June 15 

Mike: 549-0691

Hank: 457-8581 or 549-0691

BE COOL THIS SUMMER with a Hines Special. Get your blanket, wag your wagging, waving friendly tail. 

Save Your Deposit Let us have your house

BEE 465-6567

WANTED MALE OR FEMALE models for fashion show. Application will be held May 3-5. See Fashion Show, Cinema and Photography for details.


GOLD WATCH found in R. D. Route. Call B. B. Dallas, 463-2086 with identifiable items.

LOSE LOST AND FOUND, item. Name and address. Include postage.

ARTARQUE, FIFTY-THREE belly dancers in Dinner Concert. Phone 461-6272. 

ENTERTAINMENT

RIDE "UNDAILE EXPRESS" home after your finals. Rides daily to CEB area during final exams. Reduced seating in a comfortable riding wagon. Arrives at 6 p.m. and departs at 8:30 p.m. Telephone 469-4300, ticket booth at 625 11 Illinois in Brookfield, IL.

DEPRESSION MARRIAGE & FAMILY ( ) COUNSELOR & FAMILY ( ) COUNSELOR. Career currents and part-time. Call 461-0680.

ANTIM. ROCK BAND, contact for available concerts, live, very reasonable.

CAREER MANAGEMENT TRAINING PROGRAM. Meet with McDonald's Corporation Friday afternoon. Meet Monday, May 5 in the Career Planning and Placement Center, Rood Building, Springfield, Illinois.

TECHNICAL SALES STAFF for a leading manufacturer of Southern Illinois Science or Business. Qualify for one of our Career Planning and Placement Center, STAAR Building. Springfield, Illinois.

AUCTIO NS & SALES

1960 HONDA, ANTIQUES, for sale. Up in 650 2nd. Call or visit Saturday Sun. 12-3.

MOVING SALE A very new 18,000 BTU air conditioner still under warranty - only a month old. Price or bring your own. Phone 461-0680.

MOVING: MUST SELL, sofa mattress, nightstand. Willow Ave. Phone 461-0680.

FELICIA TOWNSEND, FEMALE roommate wanted, May 15th through June 15th. Phone 461-0680.

EVERGREEN TERRACE, 2 bedroom, $125 per month. Open to all races, open to all colors. Phone 461-0680.


To the Omegas and Alpha Phi Alpha Pledge Class. Sigma Tau Gamma, Congratulations on your activation to the Little Sisters.

To your Little Sisters.
SIU students spend an estimated $5 million each month after paying University tuition, room, board or rent. As a whole, they represent a powerful spending group. When you direct your advertising appeals toward the student population, the results can mean increased business. And the Daily Egyptian with a 98% student readership, provides you with the most direct route to the SIU student community.

Consider the low cost of using Daily Egyptian display advertising to reach your audience. For less than 1/10 cent each you can reach more than 20,500 people with a full page display ad. Call the Daily Egyptian advertising office today at 536-3311 to discover that advertising in the Daily Egyptian can save you money.

**DISPLAY ADVERTISING**
**PHONE 536-3311**

---

**Pitching again carries softball team to 2 wins**

By Ella Reilly
Walt Writer

Cramming, a dreaded word for students, typifies the women’s softball season as the Salukis played 14 of their 25 games in the last three weeks. SIU concluded its run through regular season by defeating Kent State and Indiana State at Ferre Hall, Ind., Saturday.

The Salukis, 18-5, played as many as five days in a row during that three-week stretch. The team crammed schedulers' games into an already full schedule when game after game was rained out during the season.

“We did finish on a good note,” Coach Ray Bechtelhauser said of the 2-1 win over Kent State and 2-0 win over Indiana State.

The Salukis continued their strong pitching in the victories. Freshman Stamm hit a one-hitter at the Honeys and Vicki Staffko threw a two-hitter against Kent State.

Stafko opened the Kent State game with a single, advanced to second on a sacrifice by left-felder Lisa Doenb and came home on a single by shortstop Deb Stamm. Staffko hit a triple in the fourth and was brought in by a single by second baseman Mary Bohns for the winning run.

In the bottom of the fourth, Kent State's Darleen Wolfe walked, took second on a wild pitch, advanced to third when Dee Sugg fielded a hit to right and threw out the runner at first, and came home on a grounder to Stamm. It was Kent State's only run.

The Daily Egyptian game didn't get off until the beginning of the eighth inning. With both teams scoring seven through seven, the Salukis pushed across two runs in the eighth. Bondi walked and advanced to second on a sacrifice by Donna Centerfielder Bobbi Deering then walked Bohns came in on a Stamm single and ran across on a sacrifice by Tina Vizzi.

“I think we have had an excellent regular season,” Bechtelhauser said. "We had 15 run games, winning eight of them and losing only five. We're ready for the state tournament.

The Salukis seeded second, will host the state tournament May 10 through Saturday. The game will alternate between Evergreen Park and the women's athletic field at Western Illinois University, which defeated SIU twice by the same score 6-3 this season, is seeded first.

**Spring football ‘mediocre’**

(Continued from Page 20)

left open the possibility that he may be used on running situations. "He's had to like it in spring." Dempsey said of the touchdown run. "It's a good day for it.

---

**HANGAR***
**WE PARTY 7 NIGHTS A WEEK***

— APPEARING TONIGHT —

**LAST TWO BITS**
**NO COVER**

DAILY SPECIAL
6:00-9:00
25¢

DRAFTS

TONIGHTS SPECIAL
9:00-2:00
PITCHERS
$1.75

---

**Bite a dog this Tuesday for 40¢**

And you thought we only made great root beer!

---
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Lee, Craig warm to frosty Drake

By David Gutrich

Neil Winter

Ask track Coach Lew Harting
what he remembers most about the Drake Relays and he will lull you
that it was cold. He'll plead that the cold
and wind kept a few of his hurlers from
breaking records or turning in
personal-best performances.

He will not tell you, however, that
he was disappointed with the efforts
in the frosty Des Moines weather
last weekend. The meet, in which no
track scores were kept, stressed
individual performance.

Several Salukis responded favorably: David
Lee became the fourth team member in
quality for the track-up.

"I was very pleased with them all," Harting
said.

But with now as much as Lee and
Craig Lee qualified for nationals by
seconds with a 51.48 in the 100
meter intermediate hurdles. Lee
finished second to Oklahoma's Greg
Byram, a third-place finisher at last
year's NCAA meet, by .53 seconds.

"He was slow over the first three
hurdles," Harting said, adding
that the time will fall further if Lee can
overcome the problems caused by
the beginning hurdles.

Lee finished fourth in the 110 high
hurdles, 14.32, after qualifying for
the finals in 14.0. A pair of hail starts
prevented Lee from going faster.

"I was pleased with the high even
though he had two of his worst
starts," Harting said. "You're going to
hear more of him, though.".

CHEMICAL BICYCLING
GREENVILLE, S.C. (AP) -- New
research programs are expected
to help the textile industry curb
the flow of chemicals into the nation's
streams and the atmosphere.

The chemical-cycling technique
shows great promise toward
achieving the environmental goal
of zero discharge, according to Nick
Joslin, manager of environmental
engineering for J.P. Stevens

Crag, too, had some mechanical
problems with the hurdles in the
3000 steeplechase, but still set a
school record. Craig, progressing
nearly after a fall injury forced him
out of the early spring meets, broke
John St. John's 3:56.8 mark in the
event by nearly two seconds. Craig
completed the race in 3:54.7, which
placed him eighth. His season best
was 3:59.0.

He'll be continuing to improve as
much in the next two weeks, I think
he'll qualify for the nationals," Harting
said. "He was awfully choppv over the hurdles. There were
two guys hurling the water pit,
which is fine if you're fast, too."

Another encouraging sign for
Harting was Gary Hunter's launch
that cleared 164 in the pole vault.
Hunter continued his steady
improvement in the vault, according
the spread 219.4.

"He threw an awfully strong
vault," Harting observed. "There
were some pretty good vaulters
threws three throws 206 feet. It
was one of many strong field
events for the weightmen. John
Marks threw the shot with no
pen in his knee. Finishing fourth in
the event, 5th in the national
meet took the weight and third and fifth in
the Boch competed in the
Ball State Relays in Munster, Ind.

The Salukis pooled efforts to place
sixth in the four-mile relay and
improved enough to be considered
serious for...
Caipkay wins 5, netters take fifth in Valley tourney

By Tim Breed
Staff Writer

Coach Judy Auld was happy that the women's tennis team scored 33 points and a tie for fifth in the Missouri Valley Tournament at Columbia, Mo. It showed the 21-school field that the Salukis were stronger than anticipated, she said.

Both Sue Caipkay and Mauri Kohler, S.U.'s top point earners, made it to the quarterfinals in the championship class. Kohler received a bye in Thursday's opening round and beat her next two opponents, including seventh-seeded Ann Milbrath from the University of Denver. Kohler lost 6-4, 6-4 to S.U.'s Lillian Almeda, seeded second in the meet.

Caipkay won five matches, including a victory over sixth-seeded Nancy Dickens of Missouri-Columbia, before losing to the fourth-seeded player in the quarters. Caipkay b-at Oklahoma State's Debbie Cunningham 7-6 in the first set, then fell in the next two sets 7-5, 6-3. "It was a nice way to end our senior year," Auld said. "But she did want to go on and won another match."

Women tracksters struggle to 13th in weekend relays

By Tim Breed
Staff Writer

Three seniors placed in their individual events at the Rocky Bowl relays in Richmond, Ky., last weekend, but the S.U. women's track team managed to accumulate only 13 points to finish 13th in the 36-team field.

Sue Viscogne threw the javelin 126 to capture the Salukis' only first place in the annual meet. The Salukis marked the third time this season that Viscogne has thrown more than the national qualifying mark of 144. The Rockville, Md., native has been the only S.U. trackster to qualify this year for the NCAA national meet in East Lansing, Mich.

"I don't know how she did it," Coach Claudia Blackman said. "She came from the worst possible direction across the sector. It was amazing for her."

Mary Shirk finished the 400-meter hurdles in 64.3 Tuesday for fourth place. Shirk, S.U.'s best woman thrower of all time and three-time national qualifier, just missed the cutoff mark by 2.2 seconds.

However, Blackman said that Shirk ran the event in 63.6 Friday and hoped the senior would qualify in time this year. Although Shirk qualified at the Relays last year along with several other competitors, none of the top placers made the mark this year.

Juni Winston took sixth place in the high jump with a leap of 5-4. Blackman said that, while none of the 43 competitors jumped well, Winston in particular had problems with the heath that earned her a personal best of 5-4 April 7 in the Andrew Sladcanis Tennessee State meet winner with seven firsts.

"I'm disappointed that we haven't accomplished what I thought we would by now," Blackman said. "It's not a negative." She said that her goal is to make the top heats at state if she can win well tomorrow at a meet at Ill. State.

$  WE PAY 50% (AND IN SOME CASES MORE) FOR TITLES THAT ARE IN SALEABLE CONDITION AND ARE BEING USED SPRING SEMESTER

$  WE TELL YOU EXACTLY HOW MUCH WE ARE GIVING YOU FOR EACH TITLE.

$  WE HAVE PROFESSIONALS ON HAND WHO CAN BUY BACK BOOKS OF VALUE BEING USED ON OTHER CAMPUSES.

$  CHECK OUR PRICES BEFORE YOU SELL - WE'RE PAYING THE HIGHEST PRICES WE POSSIBLY CAN! WE WANT YOU TO GET THE MOST MONEY YOU CAN FOR YOUR USED BOOKS!

$  NO MATTER WHERE YOU PURCHASED YOUR TEXTBOOKS YOU CAN SELL THEM BACK AT THE UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE.
Saluki singles lead to double win over St. Louis

By Brad Beiker
Sports Editor

The Salukis didn't hit very well, didn't field very well, and their pitching has been better.

But playing the first time in a while, Salukis came through Saturday from St. Louis University which didn't field or pitch very well, either.

The Billikens, now 9-15-2, may be used to that sort of thing. They are a great bunch of older than the Abe Martin turf after last week's rain, which canceled Friday's contest with Murray State.

We could dilute our schedule, we can say, at least one day last week, the game's first start.

The first game was 11-1, the second, 8-3, both scored in the bottom of the fifth and a seventh, to give the Billikens their only run.

''Sliders,'' Schoeck, now 9-4, said.

Billiken loser Dan Wiemstroer dug his salary tree in the second inning of the first game. He threw a bunt by Steve Stieb into foul territory down the right-field line and the Billikens had runners second and third with none out instead of a runner on second and one out. The Billikens doubled in two, and after a walk to Kevin in House, only his third in 108 at bats, Bob Boucher slugged in the second game St. Louis 4, St. Louis 6, and 6-3, according to Johnny Jones.

''Our best offense was the 32-hopper -- with eyes. With the bases loaded on a pair of walks and a single by Jim Ad- duci, the Salukis began testing the Billiken infield. First a dribbler at second-baseman Dix, who double-dribbled. Then a squibbler down the third-baseline, where Dan O'Connell grabbed twice, twice, and came up empty.

Fiala gave O'Connell another chance, this time with a storm-buster to the third- baseman's left. It skidded under his glove, into left field for two more runs. Wiemstroer, understandably shaken, sent his runners into the two one fumbled that.

Three more runs followed quickly in the fifth, and Schoeck walked his fourth, fifth and sixth and struck out his seventh, eighth, ninth and tenth in the final two innings on the way to a 122- pitch, seven-inning complete-game win.

In game two, Doerrer added three more runs to his game double for a con- nect four-fors-sixth afternoon. The second game took over the second- and third games full time of Miami of Ohio about a month ago. ''It's so much easier to play every day,''' he said.

You're a lot more confident and relaxed.''

Doerrer boosted his average from 270 to 304.

Saluki singles lead to double win over St. Louis

By David Gabrich
Staff Writer

The Salukis took their football final Saturday afternoon. Graduated by Head Coach Roy Dempsey and his assistants, the seniors collected their degrees, one marks and question marks. The average grade was C.

We were mediocre,' Dempsey said.

We played two quarters of U. of L. football. The second quarter wasn't crap and generous defense. We didn't blow them out of the building.

Perhaps that was the case because the first-team defense, living up to the nickname of Mad Dogs, provided the artificial praise at McKendree Stadium, attracting in packs anything that came its way. The abbreviated 11-on-11 defense couldn't gather only 86 yards, 43 each in rushing and passing. By contrast, the first-team offense finished with 34 total yards, 21 rushing and 13 passing.

Dempsey said, ''I could have been thinking朵, the players were thinking about the academic finals and the period of freedom which follows after a win.

Dempsey said the team gave about 75 or so to the game won by the White, the first-string team, 34-3. The fourth-year head coach said the Salukis couldn't have beaten anyone on next year's schedule with such performances.

Yet Saturday's Maroon-White game did bear fruit. It didn't count as a win or a loss but as a part of what will be a better next season. It was a trial run in which many questions about depth and un-

Showing signs of becoming an all-purpose back, Harrison dodged, sidesteppeo and exploded past tacklers for 45 yards in 10 carries and ran for 64 yards on three receptions. Combined with the quarterback, sophomore Lynn, a tailback Bernard Cornell. 15 carries for 49 yards, the trio worked well.

Questions about the offensive line were answered in part. The strong side of the line, headed by guard Lynn, was headed by Bryan Houlihan and tight end Larry Kallinach, opened big holes for Salukis running backs. Questions remained at center, where the line faked at times.

The only win was the other one, with Coach Howard Lowry and Bob Gooden who rapped the most benefit from the line. They were sophomores Walter Ploo, who rushed for 65 yards in 11 tries. Mellus Carnes and sophomore Glenn Marvin had good efforts for the Maroon team. Marvin, a 6-3 guard, could be the blocking back in short-yardage situations.

The first-team defensive secondary looked a lot stronger now than later in the season.

Dempsey said he pleased with the play of strong safety Terry Washington, who hopes he will be able to replace graduating senior Ron Goles. Washington teamed with seniors Dyll Lysack, John Palermo and Ty Henry to complete the sec- ondary. The defensive line is still a problem, according to Dempsey.

So, too, is there a question about the kicking game. Dempsey decided to complete 11 of 12 passes for 178 yards and rushed for 64 yards on three carries. jeep Carr's running performance, including a dazzling run of 21 yards for a touchdown.

(Continued on Page 17)

Strong safety Terry Washington rushes for 25 yards on seven carries, but the Maroon-White game Saturday, 34-3. (Staff photo by Randy Klahn)